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People are Living There - Athol Fugard 1970

By turns highly entertaining and moving, Athol Fugard and Barney Simon is a valuable addition to the
genre of theater literature in South Africa and beyond.
Snarl - 1974

The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Urban Literary Studies - Jeremy Tambling 2022-10-29
This encyclopaedia will be an indispensable resource and recourse for all who are thinking about cities and
the urban, and the relation of cities to literature, and to ways of writing about cities. Covering a vast
terrain, this work will include entries on theorists, individual writers, individual cities, countries, cities in
relation to the arts, film and music, urban space, pre/early and modern cities, concepts and movements and
definitions amongst others. Written by an international team of contributors, this will be the first resource
of its kind to pull together such a comprehensive overview of the field.
The Dramatic Art of Athol Fugard - Albert Wertheim 2000-09-22
"Albert Wertheim's study of Fugard's plays is both extremely insightful and beautifully written... This book
is aimed not only at teachers, students, scholars, and performers of Fugard but also at the person who
simply loves going to see a Fugard play at the theatre." -- Nancy Topping Bazin, Eminent Scholar and
Professor Emerita, Old Dominion University Athol Fugard is considered one of the most brilliant, powerful,
and theatrically astute of modern dramatists. The energy and poignancy of his work have their origins in
the institutionalized racism of his native South Africa, and more recently in the issues facing a new South
Africa after apartheid. Albert Wertheim analyzes the form and content of Fugard's dramas, showing that
they are more than a dramatic chronicle of South African life and racial problems. Beginning with the
specifics of his homeland, Fugard's plays reach out to engage more far-reaching issues of human
relationships, race and racism, and the power of art to evoke change. The Dramatic Art of Athol Fugard
demonstrates how Fugard's plays enable us to see that what is performed on stage can also be performed
in society and in our lives; how, inverting Shakespeare, Athol Fugard makes his stage the world.
New York Magazine - 1969-10-06
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing
and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
New York Theatre Critics' Reviews - 1969
"Theatre reviews is a complete guide and record of the New York stage, reprinted from New York sun, New
York times, New York herald tribune, New York post, New York daily news, New York world telegram"
1940- ; reprinted from the New York daily news, Wall Street journal, Time, New York post, Women's wear
daily, New York times, Christian science monitor, Newsweek, NBC ,1976Lionel Abrahams, a Reader - Lionel Abrahams 1988

The Ultimate Scene and Monologue Sourcebook - Ed Hooks 1994
Preparing for an audition and unsure of what you want to do?The Ultimate Scene and Monologue
Sourcebookis the book you've been waiting for. Unlike “scene books” that reprint 50 to 75 monologues
excerpted from plays but don't include any background information, this annotated guide tells you what you
really need to know about audition material from more than 300 contemporary plays. Here is how the book
works. Suppose that you're looking for a dramatic male/female scene. When you scan “Part One: Play
Synopses and Analyses,” you come across an entry forThe Middle of the Nightby Paddy Chayefsky. This is
what you see: The Middle of the Night by Paddy Chayefsky (Samuel French) Synopsis: A kindly 53-year-old
widower falls in love with a 23-year-old woman who is unhappily married to a musician. No one in their
circle of acquaintances approves of this union, but their love is true. Analysis: Excellent human drama,
frequently touching. Actors who play the widower need to have a good feel for New York City/Brooklyn
speech patterns. This sensitivity isn't as essential for the part of the woman. All levels. Scenes/Monologues:
Male Monologues (1), Female/Female Scenes (1), Male/Female Scenes (2) In addition to basic information
about the play (author and publisher), the entry provides you with the story line, a critique of the play, and
the number of audition-worthy monologues and scenes it contains. If the description of this particular play
piques your interest, your next step is to turn to “Part Six: Male/Female Scenes” for specifics about the
selection. This is what you'll see there: The Middle of the Night by Paddy Chayefsky (Samuel French)
Drama: Act II, Scene 2, pp. 40-44; The Manufacturer (53) and The (23). After an unsatisfactory attempt at
lovemaking, The Manufacturer feels awful that he wasn’t able to perform ually. The is very understanding.
He then asks her to marry him. The actor playing The Manufacturer must have a good feel for regional New
York speech patterns. This skill is less critical for the actress playing The . Start, The Manufacturer: “I’m
sorry, Betty.” End, The Manufacturer: “Oh, my sweet , I love you so much you don’t know. If you change
your mind tomorrow, I won’t be angry with you. I won’t lie to you, Betty. I’m afraid.” This entry tells you
what type of scene this is (dramatic), where you'll find the selection (act, scene, and page numbers), the
length of the scene, the names and ages of the characters, the context in which the characters are
speaking, and the first and last lines of the scene. If the material seems appropriate, all you have to do is
get a copy of the play and get to work. BecauseThe Ultimate Scene and Monologue Sourcebookenables you
to make informed decisions about the suitability of more than 1,000 monologues and scenes-which you can
find easily through the book's extensive cross indexes—you’ll gain a critical edge in the auditioning process.
Woza Albert! - Percy Mtwa 2018-02-22
Woza Albert! is one of the most popular and influential plays to have come out of the South African cultural
struggle of the 1980s and a central work in the canon of South African theatre. Working with the idea of the
Second Coming of Jesus Christ taking place in apartheid South Africa, the playwrights improvised a
brilliant two-man show consisting of 26 vignettes, commenting on and satirising life under the apartheid
regime. The play has become one of the most anthologized and produced South African plays both in South

Athol Fugard and Barney Simon - Mary Benson 1997
Mary Benson's new book is an intensely personal account of her friendship with two of South Africa's best
known theatrical figures. Woven through the narrative are perceptive insights into their creativity and the
way in which they shaped the plays and productions that were to establish their international reputations.
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Africa, and internationally and is studied widely in schools as well as universities. This Student Edition
contains a commentary and notes by Temple Hauptfleisch, Emeritus Professor at Stellenbosch University,
South Africa. METHUEN DRAMA STUDENT EDITIONS are expertly annotated texts of a wide range of
plays from the modern and classic repertoires. A well as the complete text of the play itself, this volume
contains: · A contextualised chronology of the play and the playwrights' lives and works · an introductory
discussion of the social, political, cultural and economic context in which the play was originally conceived
and created · a succinct overview of the creation processes followed and subsequent performance history of
the piece · an analysis of, and commentary on, some of the major themes and specific issues addressed by
the text · a bibliography of suggested primary and secondary materials.
The New York Times Theater Reviews - 1997

Hello and Goodbye - Athol Fugard 1971
Three Port Elizabeth Plays - Athol Fugard 1974
Pushing Upward - Andrea Adler 2012-09-17
Pushing Upward is a remarkable debut novel that will sweep you along on one woman’s unforgettable
spiritual quest. The year is 1974. While trying to eke out a living as an actress in L.A., 21-year-old Sandra
Billings discovers the I Ching, the ancient Chinese oracle; and uses it as her GPS to navigate a torrid love
affair, battle with demons of the past, and search for meaning and truth. She places a fateful newspaper
ad— Drama student in need of RM and BRD in exchange for housekeeping—and encounters an assortment
of outrageous and inappropriate individuals. But it is one unlikely stranger who will change the course of
her life. Events ultimately build to a stunning climax, where everything Sandra has gained is challenged by
a poignant and surprising twist of fate . . .
American Theatre - Thomas S. Hischak 2001-02-08
Volume Four of the distinguished American Theatre: A Chronicle of Comedy and Drama series offers a
thorough, candid, and fascinating look at the theater in New York during the last decades of the twentieth
century.
The Listener - 1973-07

The Modern Monologue : Men - Michael Earley 1993
First Published in 1994. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Whitaker's Cumulative Book List - 1974
New York Magazine - 1969-10-06
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing
and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Baker's Plays - 1987

The Drama Scholars' Index to Plays and Filmscripts - Gordon Samples 1974
...The book can be a goldmine. --James Leverett, Theatre Communications ...With this second volume, the
Drama Scholars' Index's indispensability is greatly increased. --Richard J. Kelly, ARBA
My Children! My Africa! (TCG Edition) - Athol Fugard 1993-01-01
The search for a means to an end to apartheid erupts into conflict between a black township youth and his
"old-fashioned" black teacher.
Plays International - 2008

A Monologue is an Outrageous Situation! - Herb Parker 2016-02-19
A Monologue is an Outrageous Situation! How to Survive the 60-Second Audition explains how to
successfully tackle the "cattle call" acting audition with a sixty-second monologue. Through Q&As, tips,
director’s notes, and a glossary full of outrageous actions meant to inspire the actor into truly connecting
with the piece, this book shows actors where and how to find a monologue, edit it, and give the best
audition possible.
Littératures d'Afrique du sud - Jean Sévry 2007
Quand on parle de littératures d'Afrique du Sud, on pense immédiatement à quelques romanciers bien
connus, tels André Brink, J.M. Coetzee ou Alan Paton. Or cette liste est très incomplète, et elle ne comporte
aucun patronyme africain. En effet, en dépit de nombreuses traductions, les productions d'une grande
majorité d'écrivains sud-africains restent mal connues. Dans ce volume, l'auteur, qui est l'un des meilleurs
spécialistes de la question, étudie plus de 180 écrivains. Il expose d'abord la genèse de leurs œuvres,
qu'elles proviennent d'auteurs blancs, noirs ou métisses. Les thèmes que ces littératures abordent dans une
multiplicité de genres - nouvelle, poésie, roman, théâtre, oralité - reflètent certes le fardeau de l'histoire et
de ses violences, mais ils parviennent pourtant à dégager un espace de liberté où la politique s'associe au
rêve. Dans un deuxième temps, on verra comment ces écrivains, en dépit de collaborations épisodiques, ont
eu tendance, du fait de l'apartheid, à se séparer en deux camps, celui des victimes, et celui des privilégiés.
Pour finir, des rapprochements de plus en plus forts se sont opérés, autour d'une culture de protestation.
Les nouvelles tendances, apparues après l'élection de Nelson Mandela, confirment cette dynamique et
donnent lieu à une floraison des imaginaires. Pourtant, chacune des communautés de la " nation de l'Arcen-ciel " représentées parvient à garder sa voix, sa spécificité identitaire, sa diversité linguistique (anglais,
afrikaans, langues africaines). Tout au long d'une lente évolution, ces œuvres, nées au départ d'une colonie
de peuplement qui remonte au XVIIe siècle, témoignent d'une grande qualité esthétique. Les femmes y
jouent un rôle de plus en plus important. De nombreuses citations traduites en français permettent au
lecteur de se faire une idée de la variété des textes et une abondante bibliographie indique des pistes
supplémentaires pour naviguer dans ce dédale interculturel.
Truths the Hand Can Touch - Russell Vandenbroucke 1986
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Statements - Athol Fugard 1993-01-01
Developed in workshops with award-winning actors, these are the works in Fugard's canon that most
directly confront the dehumanizing brutality of apartheid. Includes: Sizwe Bansi is Dead, The Island, and
Statements After an Arrest Under the Immorality Act.
The New York Times Theater Reviews 1997-1998 - Times Times Books 2001-01-02
This anthology examines Love's Labours Lost from a variety of perspectives and through a wide range of
materials. Selections discuss the play in terms of historical context, dating, and sources; character analysis;
comic elements and verbal conceits; evidence of authorship; performance analysis; and feminist
interpretations. Alongside theater reviews, production photographs, and critical commentary, the volume
also includes essays written by practicing theater artists who have worked on the play. An index by name,
literary work, and concept rounds out this valuable resource.
The Ultimate Scene and Monologue Sourcebook, Updated and Expanded Edition - Ed Hooks
2007-10-16
All actors and acting teachers need The Ultimate Scene and Monologue Sourcebook, the invaluable guide
to finding just the right piece for every audition. This remarkable book describes the characters, action, and
mood for more than 1,000 scenes in over 300 plays. This unique format is ideal for acting teachers who
want their students to understand each monologue in context. Using these guidelines, the actor can quickly
pinpoint the perfect monologue, then find the text in the Samuel French or Dramatist Play Service edition
of the play. Newly revised and expanded, the book also includes the author’s own assessment of each
monologue.
British Book News - 1974
Annotated Bibliography of New Publications in the Performing Arts - 1978
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"Fugard registers and captures the keen images that are the very stuff of vibrant theatre."--Time
The New York Times Index - 1996

The New York Times Theater Reviews 1997-1998 - C. S. Smith 2014-10-13
First published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Classic - 1966

Littératures d'Afrique du Sud - SEVRY Jean 2007-05-01
Dans un premier temps, on tente de voir, dans cet ouvrage comment les oeuvres, blanches, africaines et
métisses sont apparues. Dans un deuxième temps, on verra comment leurs auteurs, en dépit de
collaborations épisodiques, ont tendance à se se séparer, du fait du régime de l'apartheid. Dans un
troisième temps, on assiste à des rapprochements de plus en plus forts et en la formation d'une culture
commune de la protestation.
The Modern Monologue - Michael Earley 1993-12-06
First published in 1994. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

A Reader - Lionel Abrahams 1988
Uneasy Stages - John Ivan Simon 1975
Athol Fugard - Stephen Gray 1982
Notebooks - Athol Fugard 2013-10-15
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